
Why I’m a good fit for my dream school: Abbotsleigh. 

 

My dream school is Abbotsleigh. Abbotsleigh is in Wahroonga and it’s a girls high school with expansive 

academic opportunities! Subjects include French, Latin, Chinese, Technology and so much more- there’s 

a vast kingdom to explore. I have an interest in music as I play the piano and violin – in Abbotsleigh 

there’s a wide variety of ensembles like a range of choirs, string, jazz, guitar, woodwind and brass 

ensembles, and concert bands and orchestras! I would love to try out these fun activities. Additionally, 

the Performing Arts department of this school is a way to “channel the inner creative energy” and hosts 

performances from modern dance to debating, which is an amazing way to express one through creative 

arts. I also can’t wait to experience the sports carnivals! While sport is not compulsory at Abbotsleigh, 

this hobby is taken on by many students and I would love to experience team sports and more 

encounters with the environment and campus. With countless clubs and amusing capers, Abbotsleigh is 

a “Goldilocks Zone” for students like me who love reading and writing (ranking 7 in the most successful 

schools) – that is to say, just right! 

This seem like a generic introduction. Try to make a good one that captures the audience's attention

Your writing piece is somehow satisfactory but it's too short! Try to make a good transition from one idea to another by adding additional information in between. You can do this by formulating follow-up questions inside your head and from there work your way through your sentences.  Also add information such as how or what kind of contributions you could possibly bring to the school of your choosing and how does this bring the best of your school. Be creative, the sky is the limit!
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